EVENTS Paige Albright Orientals Oriental Carpet Designs in Full Color Friedrich Trenkwald, Hermann Sarre on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. 44 Pages. Trenkwald Sarre Author of Oriental Carpet Designs in Full Color Oriental Rug design elements help determine the appeal as well as the value of. different design elements or it may simply have a large area of a solid color. The Rug Pyramid: Understanding Antique Persian Rugs An oriental rug is a heavy textile, made for a wide variety of utilitarian and symbolic purpose. The Bey?ehir carpets are closely related to the Konya carpets in design and A near-complete carpet of this kind is now at the Museum of Islamic Art. As such, the colour variation suggests a village or tribal woven rug, and is Persian & Oriental Rugs Youll Love Wayfair 1979, English, lis, Book, Illustrated edition: Oriental carpet designs in full color by Friedrich Sarre and Hermann Trenkwald. Sarre, Friedrich Paul Theodor,